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Wells and Welfare in (Tanga Hasin Tu.<;haar .""hah 

reason for the low yield levels of eastem region states compared to the rest of India, particularly 
the chief rice growing states viz., Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu is the much lower level of 
irrigation in the former About three fourths of the rice area in the eastem region is still cultivated 
under the uncertain monsoon conditions affected by floods as well as draughts' (GOI 1985:1). 

Finally, increased density of wells call increase welfare of the people in the eastcm region 
through the powerful positive externality they produce by aCting as an anli-dole 10 water logging 
andj7ood-proneness. Much of eastern India, particularly Eastem Uttar Pradesh, North Bihar, 
Kuchbchar and Jalpaiguri districts in North Bengal and parts of Orissa are flood-prone. 
According to the estimates made by the UP groundwater department, 3.4 m ham of the total of 
R.42 111 ha 111 of groundwater recharge that Uttar Pradesh gets annually occurs from canal 
irrigation (1.24 m ham), surface irrigation reflows (0.69 m ham), and recharge from tanks, and 
lateral recharge from flood prone areas and from shallow water table areas (GoUP 1996b). This 
surfeit of groundwater recharge increases as one moves from west to east. In Eastem UP, vast 
areas remain inundated by flood waters for better part of the year, and acute water logging 
characterizes the Saryu-par areas in the midd Ie of the Ganga basin--I ined in the south by the 
Ghaghra river and spread over Gorakhpur, Maharajganj, Deoria, Siddharthnagar, Basti, Gonda 
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f1gure 4: %cI irrigaIod ""'" MM!d by 
swfaoe ....~ In Easeom I.IIbr Pradesh 

and Bahraieh districts. The entire area--which 
encompasses nearly a tenth of UP--has acute problem of 
sub-soil water drainage and consequently, uniformly 
high groundwater table at 3-5 meters. Ghaghra, Rapti, 
and Gandak are notorious flood creating rivers but even 

I smaller rivers like Rohini, Burhi Rapti, Ami, Kuwano, 
Gurra, Tons, Kunhra, Ghonghi, Burha Gandak, Chhota 
Gandak, Taraina too contribute their mite in flooding the 
region (Vajih and Kumar nd). Rapti alone inundatcs 
3,50,000 ha every year in Bahraieh, Gonda, Basti, 
Siddharthnagar and Deoria (Yadav and Lal 1994;nd) . 

..--.--~- ..~~ 
Estimates made from remote sensing data of the area 
under flood inundation and surface water logging in 

Eastem UP (within latitudes 26°0 1 and 3(1)01 Nand longitudes 78°15 1 and 84°30 1 E) during 
September 2-6, 1988 showed that 1.089 m ha-- including crop lands-- was 'completely/partially 
inundated' and 0.678 m ha had surface water logging ( Kolavalli et a11989: 81). Over 15% of 
Eastem UP's crop land is hit by floods every year; and over half of the region has groundwater 
tables less than 5 In pre-monsoon (ibid.). According to a study undertaken by the Gorakhpur 
Environmental Action Group, some 0.398 m ham of water is added to the groundwater table 
every year; of this, only 0.064 m ham (around 16%) is abstracted through various irrigation 
structures. Water logging and flood-proncness are aggravated by large-scale erection of 
embankments in Gcrakhpur and Deoria districts, which further impede drainage and accentuate 
water logging. ~ 

[n Deoria and Gorakhpur districts. waler table has risen over the 1971-91 period by 0.63 and o. 36 In. In 
Padrauna. Saiempur. Hata and Dcoria tchsils of the undivided Deoria district, water logged areas increased 
by (iO·90% ovcr thc 1971·91 period due to Gandak canal systcm; in Gorakhpur Sadar, Bansgaon, 
Pharcndra and Maharjgall.llChsils of the undi\'ided Gomkhpur district, water logged areas incrcased by 65
95% O\cr thc samc pcriod. Gandak cOlllllIClnd has a canal network of over 10,000 km irrigating 55% of the 
lIet SO\\,l1 arca. and giving (i kill or canals to cvcry sq kill ( Yajih and Kumar 1994). Nearly 0.45 III ha in 
Sharda Sahayak cOlllmand and 0.25 11\ ha in the Gandak cOlllmand are water logged (RBI 1984) Nearly 
2/3rd of thc arca irrigatcd by Sharda Sahayak was waler logged in 1987; and in 50,000 ha in the Gandak 
command. Ihc waler table depth was just around I meter (Yadav and LaJ nd). 
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Flood prolll:neSS and watl:r logging hI! the livl:s and hvdihoods of people in myriad ways. 
Between 195 1-19R I. the area cultivakd in kharif in the Gandak River Project command/ell from 
214 thousand ha to 6R thousand ha dill: to annual flooding and surface water logging (Yadav and 
Lal nd). High flood-proneness Inducl:s fisk aversion: as a result, in these areas, fanners clung to 
traditional mixed-crop farming technologies. which offered some insurance cover against flood 
risks and minimised cash costs of cultivation. Thc tradition of animal husbandry too has been 
undergoing change due to waterlogging: as grazing lands remain submerged in water for long 
periods. large bovincs have declined in popu lation. Marginal famlers and landless have 
increasingly takcn to piggery(' Floodillg and water logging have also brought in their wake a 
variet\ of health-related disbellcfits: incidence of diseases like malaria, Japanese encephalitis, 
filana is rampant. Moreo\'(;r. due to tlooding and water logging, soluble iodine is washed away or 
rcmovcd by seepage, causing severe iodine deficiency (Vajih and Kumar, opp.cit.j. Over a third 
of the II.WI' (sodic) lands of Uttar Pradesh are largely an outcome of the rapidly rising water 
tables causing water logging conditions ill extensive areas of the state. In saline lands, vegetation 
exists only in kharifand pH is lo\\;.;r than g5, ill salil1;.;-alkalil1(; lands, the most COllllllon variety 
of IIsar bnds, the presence of a kankar pan causes water stagnation. 

Much has been made of the need to 'augment' lean season flows in Ganga; indeed, insufficiency 
of Ganga waters to meet the summer needs has been a major bone of contention in India
Bangladesh discussions on the sharing of Ganga waters. But as many observers have suggested, 
sllch augmentation is outside the realm of feasibility; and that the best approach to achieving 
seasonal water balance is better and more integrated management of the basin as a whole (see, 
e.g .. Ramaswamy 1999:2296). Thc c(;l1terpieec of such a strategy has to be increased sub-surface 
retention and storage of peak-flows for usc in lean season; and the most practical and cost
effective way of doing this is through rapid groundwater development. 

A major reason for Eastem India's water logging and flood proneness is insufficient conjunctive 
usc of ground and surface water. Just as excessive groundwater draft results in drying of springs 
and reduced base-flow in rivers, too I ittle of it adds to the swelling of rivers and streams at peak
flows in the form of 'rejected recharg;.;·. Ideally, groundwater development should match canal 
irrigation espccially in ill-drained soils as encountered in much of Eastem India; but as figure 4 
shows. in Eastern UP districts, ground and surface water development have lacked this balance. 
As far back as in 1948. a commission appointed by the Government of Uttar Pradesh asserted that 
the flood problems of eastern UP were' due to reduction in the absorptive capacity of the soil..' 
(Yadav and Lal 1994). This 'reduction' has been magnified with the development of intensive 
canal irrigation during the last five decades since then. Particularly after 1950, the laying out of 
new canal networks, most of thcm unlined, rcsulted in rapid and persistent rise in groundwater 
tables resulting in large areas water-logged for 5-6 months after the last of the monsoon rains. 
This problem-which has bewitched the (;ntire Eastern India. got enormously aggravated by the 
constmction of countless embankments, first by the erstwhile Zamindaars, and more recently 
under government-programs which \\erc Intended to protect communities and fann lands from 
flash-floods but have been producing <':.'(;1ctly the opposite impact (Mishra 1999a and 1999b). As 
in Eastem UP, Bihar's flood-prone area too tnpled from 2.5 III ha in 1954 t06.8 m ha in 1994
which means that 70% oftLe population in North Bihar. some 30 III people, are at risk from 
floods every year (ibid.). 

(, With the coming of embankments. sugarcanc has emerged as a popular crop in some parts; however, in 
recent years. sugarcane cultivators, cspecially slllall and politically light-weight ones, have got caught in 
infmctuolls crossfire between govcfIllllell! and sugar lIlilllllanagelllents; many sugar mills have closed 
shutters; and those which continuc to operate have 10 ration the quota of cane supply leading to 
astronomical premia in Ihe illegal markets for sligar cane supply rig,hls (in tile form of ganne-ki-parchi). 
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reasonable to suppose that Bangladesh has sold more than a million treadle pumps although probably no 
more than 700-800 thousand are in operation after making allowance for asset retirement. 

7 South Asian pump irrigation most likely uses up some 18-22 b liters annually ofdiesel-equivalent of 
non-renewable energy, In areas with deep water tables, there is no alternative to diesel/electric pumps; but 
in Eastern parts of South Asia, gainful opportunities for efficient substitution of muscle power for fossil 

~I 	 fuels can create a positive 'externality' which might be an important beneficial impact ofTreadle Pump 
technology. But a small farmer is unlikely to buy a treadle pump because it will save diesel for his country 
or spare the world a bit ofglobal warming. 

8 The main source of evidence used in this report is a Foundation Study of treadle pump impacts that was 
carried out by the authors in 6 locations. Each location study is available as a stand-alone report with IDE, 
Delhi. The reports are as follows: 

• 
, 	 MAlam and K M Hussain assisted by M Salimullah Socio-Economic Impact ofTreadle Pump Irrigation 


in Bangladesh. 


M Dinesh Kumar: Small Farmer Irrigation and Rural Economy: Socioeconomic Impact of Treadle Pump 
Technology in Rural Orissa 

R K Nagar IDE-SDC Foundation Study on Socio-economic Impact ofTreadle Pump Technology in Cooch 
Behar, North Bengal 

R K Nagar IDE-SDC Foundation Study on Socio-economic Impact ofTreadle Pump in Nepal 

Mahendra Singh Irrigation by Pedal Pump: A Study in Uttar Pradesh 

Mahendra Singh: Socio-economic Impact ofPedal Pump in North Bihar 

9 In this particular context, (X-error would mean the exclusion ofpoor in a poverty-alleviation program and 
~-error would mean inclusion of the non-poor. The sum of the two reflects the cost of mistargeting which 
is known to be high in most poverty-alleviation programs. 

10 Take for example the hand pump technology which has guzzled up huge subsidies but whose targeting 
has always been problematic. The Orr et al (1991) study of treadle pump in Bangladesh concluded that 
treadle pump targeted the poorest better than No 6 Hand tubewell because of the latter's much higher 
capital cost; the HTW adopters' average land holding in 1975-76 survey turned out to be 3.81 acres while it 
was targeted to those with 1.5 acres or less. They found the average treadle pump adopter to have 0.25 ha. 

II An important aspect is also that there is little pure rainfed farming; therefore, our comparison mostly is of treadle 
pump farmers with farmers using other forms/sources of irrigation. In Nepal terai, the comparison is between 
treadle pump adopters and farmers using artesian springs or karin's, a traditional water lifting device for irrigation. 
In North Bengal, the comparison is between adopters and the pump-less dependent either on rainfed farming or 
purchased pump irrigation. In Orissa, there was an important group of pumpless who used tenda for manual 
irrigation; they performed as well as treadle pump adopters in vegetable cultivation. A major advantage ofadopters 
and tenda users in the Orissa village was that they were close to important retail vegetable markets; as a result, their 
incomes from vegetables were higher than estimated here using average prices. In Eastern UP, the comparison is 
between adopters and the pump-less who depend mostly on purchased diesel pump irrigation. Income from 
vegetables is somewhat overstated because upper caste treadle pump owners do not sell vegetables but distribute 
their surplus among friends and relatives. Koiri's, the main adopter group, however, are specialist vegetable sellers. 
Treadle pump owners commonly use their pump for supplementary irrigation to paddy or wheat in periods of 
moisture-stress. Finally. in North Bihar, the comparison is essentially between adopters and the pump-less most of 
who have and use hand pumps for irrigating vegetables but also buy diesel pump irrigation. In both the Bangladesh 
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villages, purchased diesel pump irrigation was the mainstay of the pump-less. More, the average pump-less 
household in the sample had a significant4' larger land-holding and gross cropped area. Althougb adopters obtained 
significantly higher yield of all treadle pump irrigated crops, their outputlhousehold was pulled down by smaller 
average area under crops compared to the pump-less. 

., 
12 MAlam, who carried out our Bangladesh study, however, suggested that given free choice to farmers, 
there would probably be more treadle pump irrigated china boro in Sreepur than he found in course of his 
survey. Most treadle pumps in Sreepur were supplied by an NGO which got an undertaking from the 
adopters that they would use it only for growing vegetable crops! 

14 The HURDEC (N.D.) study, which compared the results of a survey of 100 treadle pump adopters in 
Nepal terai on a before and after basis found that nearly half of the adopters they surveyed were earlier 
using hand-pumps; and a quarter used pumps, canals, rower pumps, buckets and springs; only a quarter • 
pursued rainfed farming; however, it concludes differently on treadle pump impact. It found: 'Crop 
production after the installation ofTP has dramatically increased. Varieties of vegetables cultivated in 
winter and summer has increased in number and quantity; the number of farmers practicing vegetable 
cultivation has also gone up to 85%. (these grow) three to forty vegetables in winter. The fanners have 
been attracted towards cultivation of vegetables even during the summer, which brings them immediate 
returns in monetary terms.' Since the HURDEC study does not look at non-adopters at all, it is somewhat 
hard to be sure if the increased spread of vegetable cultivation is because ofTP adoption or whether it is a 
ritore generalised phenomenon. 

IS The Orr et al (1991) study found new crops grown-much more on up-lands than medium lands
included cabbage, wheat, tomato, spinach, potato, onion and several others. 

16 The HURDEC (N.D.: 5) study concluded similarly: '[treadle pump adopters] used the treadle pump to 
irrigate a small area of their land. [For] the cultivation of something different from the usual traditional 
practice of rice and cereal production.' Elsewhere, it notes' the cultivation practice of farmers has changed. '. 
Earlier, it was confined to summer cultivation and paddy production. [Now] cash crops have been the 
prime attraction. Cultivation is carried out in. summer and winter. Many farmers have been cultivating even 
three times focusing on crops like chilies. The use of fertiliser and higher-yield seeds has increased. The 
most remarkable benefit.. is increase in vegetable selling .. ' 

17 The study did not seek information on farm gate prices, marketed surplus and income from sale of farm 
products. The value figures presented here are estimated using average farm gate prices for all locations. There are 
huge variations in farm-gate prices of agricultural products across space and time. The prices used to compute the 
value of increased output were those collected in course of fieldwork. The farmer prices used are: China bora: US I 

$l1/qtl of paddy; aman paddy: US $ 13.5/qtl; potato- US$ 12/qtl; onion-US$14.5/qtl; green vegetables- US $ 91 
;j

qtl; tobacco-US $ 23/qtl; Jute-US $ 19/qtL 

18 Interestingly, 14-37% of the total treadling labour was provided by hired hands (as part ofgeneral farm 
work). Total labour requirement on treadle pump irrigated boro HYV was estimated at 214 man/days 
equivalent per acre of HYV paddy in bora season. 

,.i 19 Other studies too faced the same con!'traint despite using other methods of sample selection. Of the 400 ...
adopters that the AIMS study (l997:204) study covered, 97% in Orissa, 44% in North Bengal, 79% in 
North Bihar and 38% in Eastern UP had used it for two years or less. 

.1
2() To be exact, CES (1997) estimated the benefit cost ratio (BCR) of treadle pump investment to be 5.02; 
Net Present Value (NPV) ofNet Cash flow to be INRs 21557 (over US $400), IRR to be 95.78% and 
payback period to be 1 year. In comparison, the hand pump was less attractive an investment with a BCR of 
3.52, IRR of 29.54% and payback period of2 years. The Orr et al (1991) study estimated treadle pump net 
benefitsl croplhectare to range from US $ 120-440; it also estimated the benefit:cost ratio at 3.4 and IRR at 
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50.9%; pay-back period, one season (ibid.: p58). 93% of the 151 fanners surveyed recovered their capital 
investment in one season. 

21 For example, a 1995 'Mission on Pump Technology' fielded by the North Bengal Terai Development 
Project found poor quality an endemic problem. 'About 40% of the installed test foot pumps were inspected 
and the result was not as good as was expected. Out of9 pumps visited (on one location) only one was , operational and that one too was not in good shape. Washers have shrunk. Check valves don't work well 
which reduces discharge and causes fast loss ofprime. [In Nandanpur cluster,] out of five pumps, three 
were removed by IDE. [In the other two] there is a clearance of4 mm between piston washer and cylinder 
barrel [causing] significant leakage. In Kachua cluster, out of five [3.5" bamboo] pumps, only one was in 
working order. The other four pumps [suffered from] excessive piston washer clearance.' (NBTDP 1995: 
1). 

22 One of the numerous brands-such as Nahar, KPK, Mostafa-- under which treadle pumps are sold in the 
r 'informal' sector in Bangladesh. 

23 This relates to another crucial issue of whether the unruly organization of treadle pump marketing that 
obtains in Bangladesh today was a result ofa deliberate and careful strategy or the default outcome of 
autonomous market pressure. The MRC-Mode (1993) study met a sample of manufacturers and found that 
nearly 70% of them got in to treadle pump manufacture without any external support merely because they 
found the demand upbeat, technology simple and marketing not a problem. In all three countries, it does 
not look as if IDE has actively prevented the mushroom growth oflocal manufacturers although it would-
and should-control the use of Krishak Bandhu brand name by anyone except those meeting its quality 
standards. But in Eastern India and Nepal terai, there is apparently no interest in getting in to treadle pump 
manufacture presumably because of the weak demand. 

24 In oligopolistic pump irrigation markets of the type found in eastern India, the pump irrigation price is 
directly linked to diesel price by a factor whose value is determined by the monopoly power enjoyed by 
sellers (Shah 1993). In Eastern India, the value of this factor is estimated to be in the neighbourhood of3.5. 
The recent hike in India diesel prices by 40 % will mean corresponding increase in pump irrigation prices 
from Rs 25-40/hour to Rs 40-65/hour. No matter how well justified on rnacro-economic grounds; this 
diesel price hike will put marginal farmers in East India to great misery. Dependent upon private pump 
irrigation markets, they will end up irrigating their crops with the costliest water probably anywhere in the 
world at US $ 1-1.2 for 15-18 m3 
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